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Abstract: Cash crops, which include eucalyptus, play an important role in Thailand in wood
utilization. Consequently, cash crops have become a significant driving force in land use changes and
low crop yield; thus, the development of an accurate cash crop suitability model is needed. The aim of
this study is to evaluate the land suitability of cash crops, such as eucalyptus, which is based on Multi
Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) in Nakhon Ratchasima Province in Thailand. Parametric, classical
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), and fuzzy AHP (FAHP) approaches integrated with Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) are compared to accomplish this. Parametric approaches equally allocate
importance to all factors. AHP assigns the distribution of important factors using expert opinions.
FAHP accounts for the uncertainty in expert opinions, and the triangular (Tri) and trapezoidal (Tra)
approaches are compared. The results demonstrated that Trapezoidal Fuzzy AHP (TraFAHP) could
classify and map cash crop suitability with 90.16% accuracy, which is a higher overall accuracy than
the other approaches that are based on reference map validation. Therefore, we recommend the
TraFAHP method for accurately identifying cash crop suitability.
Keywords: land suitability; Analytical Hierarchical Process; Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchical Process

1. Introduction
In the past decade, the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations has
estimated that approximately 1.2% of natural forests worldwide have been lost [1]. The tree plantation
of cash crops, and especially eucalyptus, have replaced deforestation [1]. Globally, the demand for
eucalyptus is very high, and the crop plays an important role in the pulp and paper industry, as well
as for many other uses, such as particleboard and wood packing [2]. Consequently, the demand for
eucalyptus has become a significant driving force in land use changes, especially in Thailand [3],
which has very limited agricultural land. Eucalyptus in Thailand is a “Camaldulensis Dehnh.” species,
which was imported for cultivation in 1946. The eucalyptus plantations in the study area covered
26,414.37 ha in 2002, and expanded by more than 100% to cover 45,004.75 ha in 2007 [4]. In prior years,
only farmers who owned larger plots of land grew eucalyptus; however, farmers with small plots
have also shifted crops to be able to grow eucalyptus. Heavy promotion and campaigns from vendors
convinced these farmers. Moreover, the commitment price from factories is motivation enough for
farmers to plant the crop in widespread areas without control. However, most farmers’ decision
making around eucalyptus cultivation is based on the price that it garners in the market and not on the
suitability of their land for eucalyptus. Consequently, if the crop yield does not reach the maximum or
the quality does not meet the factories’ requirements, then the price that is obtained by the farmers is
lower than the market price. This leads to a loss of income for the farmers, who are then unable to
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sustain eucalyptus cultivation. For this reason, eucalyptus land suitability is an important designation
in determining the best location for plantation.
This study employs Geographic Information System (GIS) integrated fuzzy theory [5] with
analytical hierarchy process (AHP) to develop a model of land suitability evaluation for cash crops,
namely eucalyptus, which are increasingly used by the pulp and paper industry and as biofuels in
Thailand [6]. Chang’s (1996) extent analysis method has been widely employed in the fuzzy AHP,
because the steps of this approach are easier than other fuzzy AHP approaches and are similar to the
conventional AHP [7–9]. This evolutionary algorithm was employed to calculate the weights with
the triangular fuzzy numbers and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, and it was widely used with AHP as
fuzzy AHP for solving uncertainty in multi-criteria decision making. On the other hand, the research
on the eucalyptus suitability was rarely found. There were only in Central America and Middle East
of Asia, but not in Southeast Asia. These are the motivation to take fuzzy AHP to evaluate land
for the eucalyptus suitability. This study has two main objectives: (a) to compare physical factor
suitability among parametric, AHP, and FAHP approaches, and (b) to evaluate the land suitability for
cash crop plantation.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Multi Criteria Decision Making
Multi criteria decision making (MCDM) is a current trend, which enables the formal incorporation
of multiple conflicting criteria into the management planning process, as defined by the International
Society on Multiple Criteria Decision Making [10]. MCDM has been applied to many areas of science.
For example, Ziemba et al. (2017) used MCDA with the PROMETHEE for the Sustainability Assessment
(PROSA) method to find the best location for a wind farm in the Polish economic zone in the Baltic Sea.
This study found that that the PROSA method recommends more sustainable decision-making variants,
and that the ranking that it builds is less sensitive to changes in criteria weights [11]. Tsolaki-Fiaka
et al. (2018) used the PROMETHEE method to rank alternative scenarios to identify the impacts of
abandoned quarries that are located in the Evros Region in northeastern Greece [12]. Liao et al. (2018)
integrated fuzzy logic while using a hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set (HFLTS) and PROMETHEE
in MCDM to study the process of evaluating the green levels of cold-chain logistics providers [13].
Zhao et al. (2018) used MCDM by integrating Fuzzy–Delphi, namely, the best-worst method (BWM),
the entropy weight calculation approach, and the VIKOR method to investigate the performances of
five selected provincial electricity grid corporations in China [14]. Interestingly, MCDM has been used
in many medical studies; for example, Pan et al. (2018) used the probabilistic linguistic ELECTREII
method to evaluate the therapeutic schedule for brain-metastasized non-small cell lung cancer at
Sichuan Cancer Hospital [15].
2.2. Parametric Methods
Many parametric methods have been developed to solve complex issues using MCDM; such
methods are often a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods and they are derived from the
numerical inferred effects of various characteristics. These methods allocate a numerical value to the
most significant characteristics, and the interactions between such significant factors are expressed
through simple multiplication or through the addition of single-factor indexes. Any important factor
controls the rating, and the overall rating cannot be a negative number, although it may be considerably
lower than the ratings of each one of the individual factors [16]. For example, the parametric method,
as the Storie Index rating (SIR), can be calculated by multiplying separate ratings:
SIR = A*B*C*X,

(1)

where SIR is the suitability index, A is the rating value of the first factor, B is the rating value of the
second factor, and C, . . . , X are the rating values for the other factors.
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The Storie Index has been applied in a method of soil rating that is based on the nature of the soil
in land use and the potential of the land. This is independent of other physical or economic factors
that may determine the desirability of planting certain crops in the designated location. For example,
four or five parameters are evaluated, such as soil depth and texture, soil permeability, soil chemical
characteristics, drainage and surface runoff, and climate. The index is calculated as:
SIR = (soil depth and texture) * (soil permeability) * (soil chemical characteristics) * (drainage, surface
runoff) * (climate).
The advantage of this approach is that the evaluation is easily realized, and it is only comprised of
a few categories. The disadvantage is that, if we have a value of zero in any category, it will not be
calculated as suitable [17].
2.3. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The most well-known use for MCDM is the analytical hierarchy process (AHP), as proposed by
Thomas Saaty in the early 1980s [10]. AHP can be used as a consensus building tool in situations
that involve a committee or for group decision making [18]. AHP is more than a criteria-weighting
method, as it provides an additive hierarchical aggregation of criteria [19]. It addresses the importance
of every factor in a complex system, which includes multiple factors and uses “pairwise comparisons”
and matrix algebra to weight criteria, basing its decision on the weights from the evaluation criteria.
It distinguishes the factors into different levels that are related to each other based on the judgment
of relative importance among the factors on the same level while using the calculated weights of
every factor.
AHP has many advantages, such as combining the tangible and intangible characteristics of
questions, a focus on group objectives rather than individual ones, and continuous brainstorming
to obtain better responses [20]. However, the method also has some disadvantages, such as the
expression of the problem of environmental uncertainty [21], deuce deficiency that results from
hierarchies [22], and the possibility of linguistic errors in responding to the AHP questionnaire [23].
Moreover, rank reversal is due to the modification of the relative values between the local priorities,
which is a different and independent cause of rank reversal due to the right and left inconsistencies.
Thus, the rank reversal phenomenon is independent of the consistency of the matrix and the derivation
method of the priorities [24].
Although AHP is popular and frequently used in MCDA, it is not sufficient to eliminate any
uncertainty in the data, because the characteristics of the data used play a role in whether the data is
certain or uncertain [25,26]. The certain data (deterministic) are expressed in discrete forms, whereas
the uncertain data (nondeterministic) are represented by distributions (continuous or discrete) [26–28].
2.4. Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (FAHP)
In this section, the fuzzy sets and fuzzy numbers are briefly introduced to AHP as fuzzy AHP.
2.4.1. Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Numbers
Zadeh (1965) was the first to introduce fuzzy set theory to express the ambiguity of human
thought in decision making to improve the precision [29]. A fuzzy set is a class of objects that has
a continuity of membership grades. A membership function characterizes a set, which assigns a grade
of membership between zero and one to each object [30]. It is often used to capture this variation in the
level of importance. The membership functions can be defined in several ways, for example, using
linear, S-curve, triangular, or trapezoidal representations [31]. Fuzzy set theory is similar to human
reasoning in its use of approximate information and uncertainty to make decisions, which frequently
occurs in criteria analysis. Its advantage is mathematically representing uncertainty and vagueness,
and providing tools for dealing with the ambiguity that is inherent in solving many problems. Moreover,
it is a powerful mathematical tool for modeling uncertain systems in the natural and human sciences
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fuzzy set theory to address uncertainty and vagueness owing to the deficiencies of AHP [29,36].
[29,36]. Fuzzy set theory makes it possible to express uncertain data in a fuzzy form. The data type
Fuzzy set theory makes it possible to express uncertain data in a fuzzy form. The data type refers to
refers to both the scale on which the criterion performance of the variants is presented, as well as to
both the scale on which the criterion performance of the variants is presented, as well as to the weights
the weights of the criteria [26]. Van Laarhoven and Pedrycz (1983) designed the first fuzzy extension
of the criteria [26]. Van Laarhoven and Pedrycz (1983) designed the first fuzzy extension of the AHP
of the AHP method to extend the Saaty’s AHP method with triangular fuzzy numbers. Buckley (1985)
method to extend the Saaty’s AHP method with triangular fuzzy numbers. Buckley (1985) developed
developed trapezoidal fuzzy numbers and used the geometric mean method to calculate the fuzzy
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers and used the geometric mean method to calculate the fuzzy weight for each
weight for each fuzzy matrix. Chang (1996) developed triangular fuzzy numbers for a pairwise
fuzzy matrix. Chang (1996) developed triangular fuzzy numbers for a pairwise comparison of fuzzy
comparison of fuzzy AHP and estimated the weight vectors under each criterion [30]. These are
AHP and estimated the weight vectors under each criterion [30]. These are combined in a normal way to
combined in a normal way to determine the final fuzzy weights for the alternative. Zadeh (1965)
introduced the concept of linguistic variables to express human thinking in terms of fuzzy sets instead
of crisp numbers [37]. The fuzzy extent analysis by Chang [5] used a nine-point scale (1–9) and
indicates that, for a triangular fuzzy number (a, b, c), the greater the value of the c − a, the fuzzier the
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2.5. Land Suitability Assessment
The FAO has created a framework for land suitability. The principle that underlies this
framework is the ability of physical environments, such as climate, relief, soil, hydrology, and
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such as climate, topography, and soil characteristics [49,50]. The land suitability procedure uses the
concept of MCDM to achieve its objectives. MCDM, using AHP and FAHP integrated with GIS,
is a well-known method in agriculture science, especially for land suitability and location selection.
For example, Teniwut et al. (2018) applied AHP and FAHP approaches with GIS for suitable site
selection of a seaweed farming center in the Southeast Maluku district in Indonesia [51], and Ioannou
et al. (2018) combined MCDM AHP with fuzzy system elements to determine the weight coefficients of
the participating criteria to select a site for biomass energy production [52]. MCDM works efficiently in
terms of land suitability; for example, Mokarram and Mirsoleimani (2018) applied a fuzzy method and
the order weight average (OWA) methods to prepare a fuzzy map of each factor in GIS to determine
the land suitability for citrus cultivation [53].
Several studies have extended such methods to cash crop suitability, including for eucalyptus.
Bustillos-Herrera et al. (2007) studied land suitability for eucalyptus plantation in Mexico, with three
main criteria factors (climate, soil, and topography), and found that the most influential factor was
climate [54]. Armin and Mahiny (2010) [55] studied land suitability for eucalyptus “grandis” in the
Gharnaveh watershed in Iran, and found that close to 58% of the total study area was suitable in
Eucalyptus grandis plantation.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Conceptual Framework
Our study primarily utilizes GIS based MCDM for the land suitability evaluation of cash crops,
such as eucalyptus. The methods (Figure 3) can be explained as comparing MCDM between no
weight factors as a parametric approach and the weight factors as AHP and Fuzzy AHP approaches,
with fuzzy
AHP divided into triangular (Tri) and trapezoidal (Tra) fuzzy set numbers. GIS is integrated
with the four approaches to determine the eucalyptus suitability while using the outputs from each
approach. The outputs are validated with a national standard map to choose the best approaches for
eucalyptus suitability.
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of the study area ranges from 170 to 210 m above mean sea level [56]. Alluvium and colluvium are
Area

This study was conducted in Nakhon Ratchasima Province, which is located in northeastern
Thailand (140 58’ 28’’ N and 1020 5’ 53” E). The area covers approximately 2.04 million ha; its
topography includes a high/middle terrace, a low terrace, a peneplain, a flood plain, and a basin. A
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the main parent soil materials in this area, and they were later identified as the weathered mantle of
bedrock and the finer matrix of a gravel bed. These materials shift over a relatively short distance due
to elements, such as wash, creep, and wind action. The materials consist of identified soil units with
associated soil series, phases, and variants. The soil texture of the series varies from loamy sand to
clayey [57]. Soil classification of the study area is comprised of five main soil groups: acrisols, which are
soils with clay-enriched subsoil with low-activity clays and low base status; cambisols, which are soils
with little or no profile differentiation that are moderately developed; ferralsols, which are soils that are
distinguished by ferritic/alic chemistry and the dominance of kaolinite and oxides; luvisols, which are
soils with clay-enriched subsoil, high-activity clays, and high base status; and, solonetz, which are soils
with limitations in root growth and a high content of exchangeable natric [58]. The average amount
of rainfall between 1991 and 2009 varied. It was less than 1000 mm in some years and it exceeded
1000 mm in others. This large fluctuation renders it difficult to predict the exact amount of rainfall for
each year and it is one cause of inaccurate crop suitability predictions. Conversely, the temperature in
the region has rarely changed. In general, this area mainly engages in growing diverse crops, such as
rice, sugarcane, cassava, corn, and fruits.
Eucalyptus camaldulensis Dehnh. is resistant to temperatures from −5–45 ◦ C. It can withstand
drought for 6–8 months and retain water for 2–3 months, and it grows at altitudes of up to 600 m above
mean sea level with rainfall of less than 400 mm per year. The crop can grow well in almost all types of
soil, including saline soils, and it prefers soil with a pH of 6.5–7.5; however, it cannot tolerate highly
acidic soil, such as limestone [4].
3.3. Data
Three main datasets were used in the study: climate, soil, and topography (Table 2 and Figure 3).
Each factor is divided into four categories: highly suitable (S1), moderately suitable (S2), marginally
suitable (S3), and not suitable (N). These are overlaid, and the results of land suitability are also
divided into the same four levels: highly suitable (S1), moderately suitable (S2), marginally suitable
(S3), and not suitable (N).
Table 2. Diagnostic factors for eucalyptus suitability classification.
Factor Rating
Land Quality

Diagnostic Factor

Unit

S1

Temperature

Mean temp. in growing period (A1)

◦C

20–30

Moisture availability

Annual rainfall (A2)

mm

1500–2000

Potential for
mechanization
Erosion hazard
Oxygen availability
Nutrient availability
Nutrient retention
Nutrient retention
Rooting condition
Excess of salt
Soil toxicity

Rock outcrop 2 (B1)

class

A,B,C

D

E

>E

class
class
class
cmol, kg−1
%
cm
mS m−1
cm

A,B,C
4,5,6
H,M
>15
>35
>100
<4
>100

D
3
L
3–15
<35
50–100
4–8
80–100

E
2

>E
1

3

Slope (B2)
Soil drainage (C1)
Nutrient status 1 (C2)
Cation exchange capacity 4 (C3)
Base saturation 5 (C4)
Effective soil depth (C5)
Electric conductivity (EC) (C6)
Depth of jarosite 6 (C7)

S2

S3

30–34
>34
17–20
2000–4000 >4000
1000–1500 750–1000

N
<14
<750

<3
<50
40–80

>8
<40

1 Nutrient status: H: organic matter > 3%; M: organic matter 2–3%; L: organic matter 1–2% 2 Rock outcrop: A: little
(maximum 1%); B: slight (maximum 4%); C: moderate (maximum 10%); D: high (maximum 25%); E: very high
(> 25%) 3 Slope: A: 0–2% (flat or almost flat); B: 2–5% (gentle slope); C: 5–12% (slope, undulating), D: 12–20%
(moderate); E: 20–35% (steep); F: 35–50% (very steep); G: > 50% (excessive slope) 4 Cation exchange capacity (CEC)
is a measure of how many cations can be retained on soil particle surfaces. 5 Base saturation (BS) is defined as
the percentage of the soil exchange sites (CEC) occupied by basic cations. 6 Jarosite is a basic hydrous sulfate of
potassium and iron and is often produced as a byproduct during the purification and refining of zinc; it is also
commonly associated with acid mine drainage and acid sulfate soil environments. Note: The ranking score is
calculated from the range 0–10 to define to values for S1, S2, S3, and N.
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3.4. Methods
The steps that are taken to derive the weight factors for both AHPs are as follows.
Step 1. Seven experts on eucalyptus plantation are invited to construct a weight for each criterion.
A questionnaire is formulated to compare the different criteria pairwise in terms of their contributions
to achieving eucalyptus suitability and then to compare the detailed criteria pairwise in terms of their
contributions to attaining their upper-level criteria based on the proposed hierarchy. As eleven criteria
are used, nine different levels of evaluation are employed. Table 1 presents the linguistic values [59,60].
Step 2. The FAHP algorithm is based on the Buckley’s FAHP method [61] and Chang’s FAHP
extent analysis method [5,62]. The fuzzy numbers are set up in all of the hierarchies based on the
linguistic values and the extent to the triangular fuzzy membership function [5] and the trapezoidal
fuzzy membership function [63] are given in Equations (2) and (3), as shown in Table 1.
Step 3. The opinion of each expert is converted into a matrix.
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· · ·
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···
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·
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Subsequently, the opinions of the seven experts are synthesized. Let h be the number of decision
makers k, where k is 1, 2, 3, . . . , h. Afterwards, using the geometric mean method that is given
below, the experts’ opinions can be generalized. The mean of akij is calculated for each decision maker.
The geometric mean method must be adopted instead of the arithmetic mean in order to preserve the
reciprocal property [24]. A new judgment matrix with these elements is given by:
aij =



a1ij

∗ a2ij

∗ . . . ∗ akij

∗ . . . ∗ ahij
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(5)

Step 4. Buckley [63] suggested that the geometric mean technique be applied to define the fuzzy
geometric mean and fuzzy weight of each criterion. Afterwards, normalize each row of the fuzzy
matrix A∼ for the fuzzy number to get the fuzzy number vector as a new judgment matrix.
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Step 5. Normalize the row of the fuzzy number vector of A∼ for the triangular fuzzy number to
obtain the fuzzy synthetic extent value of vector S∼ for the fuzzy number [64].
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−1
n
 P

∼
where  A j  is the derivation of the sum of the fuzzy number vector A∼ for the triangular fuzzy
j=1

number and it is calculated by:
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j=1

Step 6. Perform the defuzzification e
S that is derived from the membership function to obtain
non-fuzzy numbers for each criterion. V tri represents the set of non-fuzzy numbers derived from the
triangular membership function using the following equation [60,65,66]:
V tri =

[(c − a) + (b − a)]
+ a,
3

(9)

and V tra represents the set of non-fuzzy numbers that are derived from the trapezoidal membership
function using the following equation [54,55]:
V tra = [a + 2(b + c) + d].

(10)

Step 7. Define the final non-fuzzy normalization weight W ∼ for the fuzzy number.
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(11)

Step 8. Determine whether the comparisons are consistent or inconsistent while using a consistency
ratio (CR), as calculated by the following formula:
CR =

CI
,
RI

(12)

where CI is the consistency index.

λav−n
,
(13)
n−1
when λav is the average value of the consistency vector and n is the number of criteria.
CR is calculated from the ratio between CI, which is derived from the comparison matrix and
the random consistency index (RI). The RI is the consistency index of a randomly generated pairwise
comparison matrix, simply obtained from the random inconsistency indices that are shown in Table 3.
CI =

Table 3. Random index (RI).
N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

RI

0

0

0.58

0.9

1.12

1.24

1.32

1.41

1.45

1.49

1.51

If CR < 0.10, the ratio indicates a reasonable level of consistency. However, if CR > 0.10, then the
value of the ratio indicates inconsistent judgments.
The consistency ratio related to a comparison matrix A is referred to as consistent if aij a jk = aik
for all i j and k. However, the consistency would not be forced. Saaty proved that, for a consistent
reciprocal matrix, the largest eigenvalue is equal to the size of the comparison matrix or λmax = n.
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Saaty [67] then determined a measure of consistency, which is called the CI, as a deviation or degree of
consistency [68].
Step 9 Integration in GIS
After obtaining the weights for the AHP and the FAHP, they are integrated using the Boolean
operations and the weighted linear combination (WLC).
WLC =

n
X

wi s i

(14)

i=1

where n is the number of factors, wi is the weight value of the i factor, and Si is the score of the i factor.
WLC has been typically applied to the map overlay approach for land use suitability analysis [69].
However, GIS implementations of WLC are often used without duly delineating and verifying the
underlying assumptions in suitability criteria [70,71]. Recently, researchers [69,72–74] proposed
integrating the GIS and MCDM methods. This method utilizes a combination and manipulation of
geographical data and decision maker preferences according to specified decision rules, whereas the
parametric method only uses the multiplication for the score of all factors, as shown in Equation (1).
All of the factors described in Table 1 are diagnostic factors. They differ based on crop requirements.
The different weight priority of each criterion is calculated while using the AHP and FAHP approaches,
including both the triangular fuzzy set and the trapezoidal fuzzy set. All of the factors are converted
as layers to be mathematically overlaid using the GIS functions to identify eucalyptus suitability by
each approach.
4. Results
A land suitability map for the eucalyptus plantation is produced based on eucalyptus requirements,
as shown in Table 1. Each factor is divided into four categories: highly suitable, moderately suitable,
marginally suitable, and not suitable.
A matrix of the AHP and the FAHP is created based on the analysis of priority ratings from the
seven experts as a pairwise comparison matrix. The geometric mean method is applied to the priority
indications, as discussed in step 4. The factors of eucalyptus suitability are constructed for the AHP,
the triangular fuzzy number, and the trapezoidal fuzzy number, as shown in Tables 4–6, respectively.
Table 4. AHP pairwise comparison matrix for the main factors.
Factors

Climate

Soil Characteristics

Topography

Climate
Soil Characteristics
Topography

1.000
0.855
1.104

1.170
1.000
1.170

0.906
0.855
1.000

Table 5. Triangular fuzzy number pairwise comparison matrix for the main factors.
Factors

Climate

Soil Characteristics

Topography

Climate
Soil Characteristics
Topography

1.000,1.000,1.000
0.820,0.855,0.906
0.906,1.104,1.292

1.104,1.170,1.294
1.000,1.000,1.000
1.104,1.170,1.219

0.744,0.906,1.219
0.820,0.855,0.906
1.000,1.000,1.000

Table 6. Trapezoidal fuzzy number pairwise comparison matrix for the main factors.
Factors

Climate

Soil Characteristics

Topography

Climate
Soil Characteristics
Topography

1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000
0.820,0.836,0.877,0.906
0.906,1.010,1.196,1.292

1.104,1.140,1.196,1.219
1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000
1.104,1.140,1.196,1.219

0.744,0.836,0.990,1.104
0.820,0.836,0.877,0.906
1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000
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The consistency of the pairwise judgment of each comparison matrix is checked while using
the CI and CR equations. The CR values should be less than 0.1 for the results to be acceptable.
The main criteria using AHP are λav = 3.0011, CI = 0.0005, and CR = 0.0009; the main criteria using
the triangular fuzzy number are λav = 3.009, CI = 0.0045, and CR = 0.0077; and, the main criteria
using the trapezoidal fuzzy number are λav = 3.0083, CI = 0.0042, and CR = 0.0072. In addition,
sub criterion using AHP shows that climate λav = 2.0000, soil characteristic λav = 7.0522, CI = 0.0087,
CR = 0.0057, and topography λav = 2.000. The sub criterion for triangular fuzzy number shows
that climate λav = 1.016, soil characteristics λav = 7.1596, CI = 0.0266, CR = 0.0175, and topography
λav = 2.0000. The trapezoidal fuzzy number shows that λav for climate = 2.0041, soil characteristics
λav = 7.2020, CI = 0.0337, CR = 0.0221, and topography λav = 2.000. These values are all acceptable,
and therefore, consistent. Remarkably, there is no possibility of checking the CR, because there are
only two factors; RI is 0 as the sub main criterion of climate and topography.
The final weights are computed through the main criteria weights and sub-criteria weights for
AHP and both fuzzy numbers. The final weights of each criterion while using AHP, triangular FAHP,
and trapezoidal FAHP are shown in Tables 7–9, respectively. The weights of AHP are stronger than
both FAHPs, whereas the smallest fraction weights belong to the trapezoidal FAHP. The FAHP is
not only a small fraction, but each factor has little difference. It is gradually closed to be smoother
than AHP.
Table 7. Weights of all criteria using analytical hierarchy process (AHP).
Main
Criterion

Weights of
Main Criterion

CR of Main
Criterion

Climate (A)

0.339

0.0009

Topography
(B)
Soil
characteristics
(C)

0.362

0.299

SUB CRITERION
Mean temp. in growing
period (A1)
Annual rainfall (A2)

Weight of Sub
Criterion

CR of Sub
Creierion

0.564

0*

0.436

Rock outcrop (B1)

0.525

Slope (B2)

0.475

Soil drainage (C1)

0.092

Nutrient status (C2)
Cation exchange
capacity (C3)
Base saturation (C4)
Effective soil depth (C5)
Electric conductivity (C6)
Depth of jarosite (C7)

Final Weight of Each
Sub Criterion
0.191
0.148

0*

0.190
0.172

0.0057

0.061

0.028
0.018

0.130

0.039

0.162
0.128
0.197
0.230

0.048
0.038
0.059
0.069

Table 8. Weights of all criteria using triangular fuzzy numbers.
Main
Criterion

Weights of
Main Criteria

CR of Main
Criterion

Climate (A)

0.351

0.0077

Topography
(B)
Soil
characteristics
(C)

0.320

0.329

Sub Criteria
Mean temp. in growing
period (A1)
Annual rainfall (A2)

Weight of Sub
Criteria

CR of Sub
Creierion

0.559

0*

0.441

Rock outcrop (B1)

0.527

Slope (B2)

0.473

Soil drainage (C1)

0.100

Nutrient status (C2)
Cation exchange
capacity (C3)
Base saturation (C4)
Effective soil depth (C5)
Electric conductivity (C6)
Depth of jarosite (C7)

0.062

Final Weight of Each
Sub Criterion
0.196
0.155

0*

0.169
0.151

0.01751

0.033
0.020

0.138

0.046

0.167
0.125
0.203
0.205

0.055
0.041
0.067
0.068
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Table 9. Weights of all criteria using trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
Main
Criterion

Weights of
Main Criteria

CR of Main
Criterion

Climate (A)

0.358

0.0072

Topography
(B)
Soil
characteristics
(C)

0.317

0.326

Sub Criteria

Weight of Sub
Criteria

CR of Sub
Creierion

0.560

0*

Mean temp. in growing
period (A1)
Annual rainfall (A2)

0.440

Rock outcrop (B1)

0.527

Slope (B2)

0.473

Soil drainage (C1)

0.099

Nutrient status (C2)
Cation exchange
capacity (C3)
Base saturation (C4)
Effective soil depth (C5)
Electric conductivity (C6)
Depth of jarosite (C7)

Final Weight of Each
Sub Criterion
0.200
0.158

0*

0.167
0.150

0.0221

0.062

0.032
0.020

0.138

0.045

0.168
0.124
0.203
0.206

0.055
0.041
0.066
0.067

*: There is no possibility of checking the CR because there are only two factors; RI is 0, and therefore, CR is 0.

Finally, integrating the criteria weights from the AHP and the FAHP, the triangular fuzzy set and
the trapezoidal fuzzy set, and the non-integrating weight from the parametric method generates the
eucalyptus suitability classification. The results present a ranking as: highest, moderate, and lowest.
The rankings are overlaid and the results of eucalyptus suitability are divided into four levels: highly
suitable, moderately suitable, marginally suitable, and not suitable. For the parametric method,
the highly suitable area (S1) is approximately 45.38% of the total area, while the moderately suitable
area is 46.06%, the marginally suitable area is 8.55%, and the not suitable area is 0.02% of the total
area, respectively. AHP and FAHP do not have areas of high suitability, but they do have large
areas of moderately suitability: AHP is 78.78%, triangular FAHP is 77.94%, and trapezoidal FAHP is
78.26%. The marginally suitable areas are 21.22% for AHP, 22.06% for triangular FAHP, and 21.74%
for trapezoidal FAHP; very little area is not suitable for all of the methods, as shown in Table 10.
The suitable areas of each method are different; for example, the highly suitable (S1) area and moderately
suitable (S2) area for the parametric method are nearly equal, whereas AHP and FAHP have no highly
suitable areas, because the parametric method has no expert opinions, like AHP and FAHP.
Table 10. Results for land suitability of all methods.
Suitability
Highly suitable
(S1)
Moderately
suitable (S2)
Marginally
suitable (S3)
Not suitable
(N)
Total

Area (ha)
(%)
Area (ha)
(%)
Area (ha)
(%)
Area (ha)
(%)
Area (ha)
(%)

Parametric

AHP

Triangular
FAHP

Trapezoidal
FAHP

943,345.95
45.38
957,453.31
46.06
177,691.55
8.55
334.60
0.02
2,078,825.41
100

-

-

-

1,637,778.92
78.78
441,023.27
21.22
23.22
0
2,078,825.41
100

1,620,153.79
77.94
458,569.88
22.06
101.74
0
2,078,825.41
100

1,626,948.82
78.26
451,864.98
21.74
11.61
0
2,078,825.41
100

The results of overlaying the physical land suitability classification for eucalyptus show that
most of the area is suitable for growing eucalyptus. There is only a few areas that are not suitable,
and some are limited for such growth due to slope complex or other factors. The areas are classified for
eucalyptus, as shown in Figure 4. The categories of different classes of eucalyptus suitability include
suitable (S1), moderately suitable (S2), marginally suitable (S3), and not suitable (N). Figure 5 shows
a few different results for very small pieces of land for the extended area of the results for each method.
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4.1. Verification of Results
The results of eucalyptus land suitability under the four methods (parametric, AHP, TriFAHP,
and TraFAHP) were compared to the results of the eucalyptus suitability assessment that was conducted
by the Land Development Department (LDD) of Thailand as a benchmark, while using the land
suitability national standard map of Thailand. Kappa analysis was carried out to check the accuracy of
the results from the four methods; the results are available at http://tiny.cc/7hq13y. (It includes two
sheets, where sheet 1 is showing result from each method to compare with the suitable area using
ArcGIS, and sheet 2 presents the accuracy assessment using Kappa analysis.) A discrete multivariate
technique was used for accuracy assessment to statistically determine whether one error matrix is
significantly different from another [75]. The result of performing a Kappa analysis is a KHAT statistic,
which is another measure of agreement or accuracy [76]. This measure of agreement is based on the
difference between the actual agreements in the error matrix [77]. To check for accuracy, the suitable
areas for each method are compared with the national standard map. For example, how many S1
values derived from the model matched with S1 values from the national standard map; these values
were compared in a matrix. Finally, the Kappa analysis of this study shows that the trapezoidal
FAHP was found to be the most accurate, which indicates an overall accuracy of 90.16% and a KHAT
of 90%; the moderate accuracy results were from the triangular FAHP, which indicates an overall
accuracy of 80.03% and a KHAT of 80%. The AHP was less accurate, with an overall accuracy of
71.08% and a KHAT of 71%; even less accurate was the parametric method, with an overall accuracy
of 67.52% and a KHAT of 68% (Table 11). The verification compares the four methods while using
the Land Development Department’s method. It clearly shows that the trapezoidal FAHP method
was the most accurate in identifying eucalyptus plantation suitability. It is calculated from physical
and socioeconomic approaches (the Land Development Department uses the parametric method plus
a socio-economic approach to make the standard map of land suitability), and it uses more factors than
were used in this study, but the results of the study are in concordance with the standard map.
Table 11. Error matrix comparing the results of the Land Development Department in Thailand (LDD)
and the results from the study by each method.
Parametric VS LDD 1
Parametric
S1
S2
S3
Total
S1
S2
S3
KHAT

S1
0.00
0.00
0.00
Omission
0.00
72.24
0.00
68.00

LDD (%)
S2
22.68
67.52
3.27
93.47
Commission
0.00
98.60
0.00

S3
Total
5.57
28.25
0.96
68.48
0.00
3.27
6.53
100.00
Overall Accuracy
67.52

AHP 2 VS LDD 1
AHP
S1
S2
S3
Total
S1
S2
S3
KHAT

S1
0.00
0.00
0.00
Omission
0.00
75.57
6.46
71.00

LDD (%)
S2
0.00
70.66
22.84
93.50
Commission
0.00
92.08
1.81

S3
Total
0.00
0.00
6.08
76.74
0.42
23.26
6.50
100.00
Overall Accuracy
71
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Table 11. Cont.
Triangular AHP 2 VS LDD 1
Triangular FAHP 3
S1
S2
S3
Total
S1
S2
S3
KHAT

S1
0.00
0.00
0.00
Omission
0.00
85.19
4.38
80.00

LDD (%)
S2
0.00
79.75
13.86
93.61
Commission
0.00
92.88
1.95

S3
Total
0.00
0.00
6.11
85.86
0.28
14.14
6.39
100.00
Overall Accuracy
80.03

Trapezoidal AHP 2 VS LDD
LDD (%)
TrapezoidalFAHP
3

S1
S2
S3
Total
S1
S2
S3
KHAT

S1

S2

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
90.05
3.56
93.61
Commission
0.00
93.48
2.99

Omission
0.00
96.20
1.72
90.00

S3

Total

0.00
0.00
6.28
96.33
0.11
3.67
6.39
100.00
Overall Accuracy
90.16

1

LDD, Land Development Department, Thailand; 2 AHP, analytical hierarchy process; 3 FAHP, fuzzy analytical
hierarchy process

4.2. Comparison of the Results
Table 12 shows the comparison among the four methods for the weighting of 11 factors from three
methods (except for the parametric method, where there is no weight); AHP, TriFAHP, and TraFAHP
vary slightly in the number of factors used; both weights from the FAHP methods are very different.
Consequently, the suitability using the parametric method shows that the proportion of the suitable
area is not different between S1 and S2, with 45.38% and 46.06%, respectively, whereas S3 and N are
8.55% and 0.02%, respectively. The suitability area that was derived from the weighting methods using
AHP and FAHP show that the suitability results fall into only S2 and S3 as AHP 78.78% and 21.22%,
TriFAHP 77.94% and 22.06%, and TraFAHP 78.26% and 21.74%, respectively. The suitability areas
for those weighting methods are not very different, but the accuracy from the validation shows that
TraFAHP has the highest accuracy among them. The comparison proves that the efficiency of FAHP is
more accurate than the other methods, especially for TraFAHP, which maintains the best accuracy of
90% for eucalyptus suitability in this area. Remarkably, the suitable areas using the parametric method
fall into every degree of suitability, because the parametric method uses a score from nature without
expert opinions. In fact, in nature, the requirements of each plant are different, and experts can identify
the degree of important factors; thus, the suitable areas using the weighting factors only fall into S2
and S3 using ordinary AHP, while the uncertainty of the expert opinions remains. Fuzzy logic can
mitigate the problem of expert uncertainty. FAHP solves both the uncertainty in nature from crop
requirements and uncertainty from expert knowledge.
Bustillos-Herrera et al. (2007) evaluated Grandis eucalyptus suitability in Mexico while using
linear, J form, and sigmoidal methods with seven factors; they found that the eucalyptus plantation in
that area was unsuitable due to the climate, which was the most importance factor. Armin and Mahiny
(2010) assessed eucalyptus suitability using similar criteria for a similar species of eucalyptus and
similar fuzzy logic approaches and factors, but in the region of Iran. They found that Iran is more
suitable for eucalyptus than Mexico. This study uses fuzzy logic as triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy
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set numbers, with 11 factors in Thailand. The results showed that the area suitable to grow eucalyptus
is more than 70%.
Table 12. Comparison of the results from parametric, AHP, Triangular fuzzy AHP (TriFAHP) and
Trapezoidal FAHP (TraFAHP) methods.
Weight of Factors

Accuracy Assessment using KHAT (%)

0.02

68

AHP

0.191 0.148 0.190 0.172 0.028 0.018 0.039 0.048 0.038 0.059 0.069 0.00

78.78 21.22 0.00

71

TriFAHP

0.196 0.155 0.169 0.151 0.033 0.020 0.046 0.055 0.041 0.067 0.068 0.00

77.94 22.06 0.00

80

TraFAHP

Parametric

45.38 46.06 8.55

Not Suitable (N)

Marginally Suitable (S3)

Moderately Suitable (S2)

Highly Suitable (S1)

Depth of Jarosite (C7)

Electric Conductivity (C6)

Effective Soil Depth (C5)

Base Saturation (C4)

Cat ion Exchange Capacity (C3)

Nutrient Status (C2)

Soil Drainage (C1)

Slope (B2)

Rock out Crop (B1)

Annual Rainfall (A2)

Mean Temperature in Growing Period (A1)

Methods

No weights

Suitable Area (%)

0.200 0.158 0.167 0.150 0.032 0.020 0.045 0.055 0.041 0.066 0.067 0.00

78.26 21.74 0.00

90

5. Discussion
We found that the FAHP can improve the uncertainty of weighting by expert opinions while using
the AHP method. The FAHP solves the uncertainty of the bias of expert opinions. Its results show
smaller fractions in the real area in terms of the differences in levels of suitability. The results of the
triangular and the trapezoidal FAHPs are rarely different on the map, but they are different in the real
area and in terms of the level of suitability. Furthermore, the FAHP can optimize the number of factors
and also present the most remarkable evaluation approach for eucalyptus suitability, as in the study of
Wang and Lin (2003), who showed that the fuzzy majority can be developed to rank the candidates
into a partial order or a complete order according to their importance [78]. This saves the time and
costs in deriving the data that are needed for each factor in the model for crop evaluation.
The FAHP can reasonably improve the accuracy of the eucalyptus suitability assessment, and the
trapezoidal FAHP approach was found to be the most suitable, as it provided the most accurate
results when compared to the other methods. Expert opinions using FAHP differ more than the expert
opinions using the parametric method; thus, the factors were calculated without the opinions of experts,
or every factor had equal importance. The results of this method show that the study area is suitable.
In fact, in nature, the different factors that a plant may need for its growth are not equally important.
Similar to the opinion of Bagaram et al. (2016), the AHP method is the best way of solving the problem
of unequal important factors in nature by giving weight to the experts, but expert opinions remain
uncertain due to human behavioral bias or even because of experts’ backgrounds [79].
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This study could address this land use problem. Moreover, it could be very useful for organizations
that are responsible for land evaluation or land use zoning, and those looking to optimize land utilization
and enhance crop yield. Finally, if a crop is located on land that is suitable, it can sustain the farmers
and help ensure their ability to occupy those lands. The farmers can use this data at a practical
level on their lands. The FAHP provides better predictive accuracy than the parametric and AHP
methods, because the fuzzy scale does not use integer values and it has small fractions between 0–1; this
advantage came to valuate land as the spatial predictions in the model of land suitability classification.
Although the different weights among them are small in theory, they affect the predicted spatial areas,
as most of the areas fall in to highly suitable areas while using the parametric method, as shown in
the map in Figure 4a, whereas, while using AHP and FAHP, large areas fall in to moderately suitable
areas, as shown in the map in Figure 4b–d. This is concordant to the situation in the real world, in
which factors that a plant needs in terms of growth should have different importance. Farmers, and
especially those with small farms, can make better decisions about growing cash crops using the results
of this study.
6. Conclusions
This study addressed the problem of determining cash crop suitability in Nakhon Ratchasima
Province in Thailand. Four decision approaches (parametric, AHP, TriFAHP, and TraFAHP) that were
integrated with GIS were applied based on three main decision criteria describing factors, such as
climate, topography, and soil characteristics to determine cash crop suitability. The solution of this
MCDM problem, like the uncertainty of humans’ opinions, requires the use of the appropriate MCDA
method and it should be based on land suitability assessment.
The methodological contribution of this study was to develop an integrated method of FAHP
with GIS based on the degree of certainty for all criteria for cash crop suitability assessment. For this
purpose, the foundations of the parametric, AHP, and FAHP methods were presented. Additionally,
a WLC method that was integrated with GIS was used for comparison purposes. Two methods,
AHP and FAHP, recommended the same decision-making options, which were that the Nakhon
Ratchasima Province has moderate cash crop suitability. Thus, this area contains abundant land for
cash crop plantation.
In addition, for the parametric method applied to determining cash crop suitability, it is important
to note that no one factor was more important than other factors, whereas some factors were given more
importance than other factors for AHP and FAHP. Only FAHP solved the uncertainty of important
factors. The validation using Kappa statistical analyses was compared to the reference map and
it presented as being relatively simple and transparent for use by decision makers. The results
demonstrated that the decision problem solution that was obtained with TraFAHP was more accurate
and less sensitive with respect to the criteria weights than the solution that was obtained using
other methods.
Highlights of the study include the following:
•
•

•
•
•

It was confirmed that the TraFAHP approach is suitable for cash crop assessment.
The performances of the parametric, AHP, TriFAHP, and TraFAHP approaches in classifying cash
crop suitability classes were different; both FAHP methods performed relatively better than the
other methods.
Nakhon Ratchasima Province has high potential of land suitability for cash crop plantation.
If there are many factors in the model, the degree of weight for each factor is nearly equal, and there
are more differences in the first order and the last order.
Some factors can be eliminated due to their decreased significance without any effect on the results;
thus, individual studies can determine the number of factors to use in the model.

In future studies, it would be interesting to account for the natural imprecision of the model’s
input data. For example, another potential direction of the development of the proposed method is to
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extend the main criteria, e.g., policy, economic, social, or environmental (currently there is only the
physical aspect), for strong sustainability. This study can be extended to study a time series to improve
the model accuracy, because the opinions of experts can change at any time. Thus, the experiment
should be periodically repeated and evaluated until the model is stable, and then validated while
using a sampling plot in the field. In addition, the model can be developed to apply Machine Learning
Programing (MLP), such as the Genetic Algorithm or Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Moreover,
it can also be applied to other cash crops, such as acacia.
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